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Abstract: Using technology in education is crucial to support learning, and Virtual Worlds (VWs) are one of the technologies used by many educators to support their teaching objectives. VWs enable students to connect, synchronously interact, and participate in immersive learning activities. Such VW has been developed at Sheffield Hallam University (UK), and is used to support the teaching of a specific module, as well as for conducting empirical research around the topics of Transactive Memory Systems (TMS) and Students Engagement. TMS is a phenomenon representing the collective awareness of a group’s specialisation, coordination, and credibility with interesting results. This paper presents the lessons learned while using the VW over the past few years at a higher education institution to support collaborative learning within working groups. A review of these empirical findings is presented, together with the results of a follow up study conducted to further investigate TMS and student Engagement, as well as students perceived Motivation to use a VW for learning, and their Learning Outcomes. The findings of this study are corroborating and contributing to previous results, suggesting that a VW is an effective tool to support collaborative learning activities, allowing students to engage in the learning process, motivate them to participate in activities, and contribute to their overall learning experience.
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1 Introduction

Using technology in education is imperative, ensuring that students (and teachers) are effectively supported during their academic years. [Cardullo et al. ’17] suggests that students today are different to the students for whom the traditional educational systems were designed for. Students are now familiar with the use of the Internet and the modern digital technologies, stressing the need for education to become more active, engaging and customised to the learners’ individual needs. Technology mediated and enhanced learning has now become the norm. One of the many emerging technologies educational institutions are employing for adapting to this change, is the use of Virtual Worlds (VWs). VWs are computer generated 3D environments, where students can synchronously interact with the environment and
with each other through the use of avatars [Boulos et al. '07]. A 3D VW environment has been developed at Sheffield Hallam University (UK) to support the delivery of a particular undergraduate module “Introduction to ICT”. Through this environment the authors conduct empirical research for investigating the concept of Transactive Memory System (TMS) and Student Engagement, the results of which have been published in several scientific papers.

This paper presents: i) a review of the papers published by the authors, in an attempt to help gain a holistic understanding of the topics of VWs for collaborative learning, ii) the results of a longitudinal study that took place to validate and investigate the previous results in more in depth approach, and iii) to evaluate the topics of students’ Motivation for using a VW and the effect of the environment to students Learning Outcomes through additional quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis. The following pages present a review of the research that has been conducted using the VW to support the module delivery; information about the development of the environment and its usage; the results of the published research to date; the results of the repeated study; it discusses its efficacy, and its future directions.

2 Background and Context

VWs are computer generated 3D worlds where users navigate and interact with the environment and each other using a virtual representation of their selves known as ‘avatar’ [Boulos et al. '07]. Using VWs, users immerse, and synchronously communicate, interact, and coexist in a persistent 3D graphical environment. VWs have been gaining a lot of popularity in education over the past few years [Cho et al. '17], especially from educators who are looking for effective ways to improve, differentiate, and enhance their teaching practices. The main reasons of successful adoption is that VWs provide a range of tools that cannot be found in the traditional online learning systems [Warburton et al. '16], for instance 3D graphics, environment persistency, synchronous avatar interactions, ability to be aware of the existence and actions of others in the VW etc. VWs can support synchronous participation in engaging online activities, enabling teachers to develop immersive experiences to support students learning [Jarmon et al. '09; Kamvisi et al. '15].

VWs have a number of unique attributes that contribute to the user experience, and their educational efficacy has been positively evaluated over the years [De Lucia et al. '09; Griol et al. '12; Nisiotis et al. '14; Kamvisi et al. '15; Nisiotis et al. '15, '16]. The student is provided with the feeling of ‘being there’, which is an attribute identified capable to increase learning and performance [De Lucia et al. '09], as well as engagement and learning success [Dede et al. '99]. Moreover, VWs make participation in activities more purposeful and meaningful, and effectively support the development of working groups [Kleanthous et al. '16; Nisiotis et al. '18].

Learning is constructed in social ways and the notion of TMS has been found very beneficial and promising on functional working groups supported by repository tools. TMS is a phenomenon representing the collective awareness of a group’s specialisation, coordination, and credibility, and is concerned with: “the prediction of group and individual behaviour through an understanding of the manner in which
group processes and structures information” [Wegner '87]. The focus is on encoding, storage, and retrieval of information, helping group members to be aware of each other’s expertise and to divide responsibilities based on different knowledge areas. This effect provides opportunities for enhanced and effective collaboration among group members and the outcome of the collaboration is of better quality. Evidences show that the decomposition of TM into i) Specialisation, ii) Coordination and iii) Credibility between group members, helps to develop a better understanding of the aspects that affect the development of a TMS [Lewis '03]. There is a vast amount of literature in the field of organisational psychology field around the theory of TMS [Wegner '87; Lewis '03; Choi et al. '10; Theiner '13; De Leoz et al. '15; Yilmaz et al. '16]. However, the topic of TMS within teams in VW has not attracted much attention, with the exception of the work of Kahn and Williams [Kahn et al. '16] investigating TMS relating to virtual teams in virtual games, and Kleanthous et al. [Kleanthous et al. '16] who conducted a pilot-study of the development of TMS in small task-oriented teams.

Considering the unique attributes of VWs, and the significance of establishing collaborative relationships to support learning, a VW has been used to support learning and to conduct research investigating the topic of TMS in such environments. In what follows we discuss the findings of this empirical investigation.

3 The Virtual World

The VirtualSHU VW (Figure 1) has been developed using the Opensim virtual world platform. The environment is representing a common educational setting with recognisable facilities to help users understand its layout and to orientate easier. The layout features a central campus and areas equipped with different functionality each. An orientation area where students can learn the basic functionalities and navigation features of the VW is provided, together with a courtyard for students to meet, and several classrooms and collaborative areas, each dedicated to different educational topic. Each classroom was designed to provide access to PowerPoint slides, website loaders, YouTube videos and information boards to support collaborative learning. In addition, sandbox areas where the environment building and flying restrictions are lifted, and a quiet space for students who are away from keyboard but still logged in the environment are also provided. The VW also features the Robotics museum [Alboul et al. '19b, '19a], a collaboration project between the Department of Computing and the Centre For Automation and Robotics Research (CARR) at Sheffield Hallam University, which is located on the upper floor of the main campus. The museum features information about the history of robotics and several artefacts designed by students. The environment is available for everyone to use or implement, adapt, and change for their educational needs, and the research team and its developers are open to suggestions for improvements and future collaborations.

---

1 Opensim: http://www.opensimulator.org
3.1 The Virtual Classroom

Since 2016, the VirtualSHU has been used to support the delivery of the ‘Introduction to ICT’; a first-year undergraduate module, which typically involves 60-80 students studying in Business & Technology courses. The module delivery involves a weekly lecture followed by tutorial sessions (Table 1), which are taking place in computer labs using the VW in a blended learning approach. At the end of the semester, students are assessed though a computerised multiple choice test based on the concepts they have learned during the lectures and tutorial sessions within the VW.

Figure 2 provides details of the steps and procedures students followed to connect to the environment and participate in the learning activities. Students have a computer at their disposal to connect to the VW. To use the environment, students must register and use a specific software to connect. The students are using their keyboard and mouse to navigate and interact with the environment, and they experience the visual aspect of the environment through their computer monitor. The environment provides a ‘nearby chat’, which users can publicly chat to others in close proximity within the VW, Instant Messages and Group Messages for private conversations are available, as well as Voice over IP. When students connect to the environment for the first time, they are ‘landed’ in the orientation area, which provides information and instruction on how to use the environment, interact with objects and with each other, and how to use the communication functionalities of the VW. At the end of their orientation, during the first week, students are allocated in groups.

The educational activities used in this environment have been developed based on the McGrath’s typology of tasks [McGrath et al. ’93]. This is an established and validated taxonomy which illustrates types of activities to be performed at each stage of group development. Considering this taxonomy, the designed activities prompted students to generate ideas, participate and perform action tasks, solve problems, make decisions, resolve conflicts of viewpoints, and perform planning activities.
Figure 2: The Process Framework Followed by Students to Connect and Participate in Educational Activities in the VW.
### Table 1: Description of Topics and Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week:</th>
<th>Description:</th>
<th>Task Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>Orientation Session &amp; Introduction to ICT</td>
<td>Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students are orientating and familiarising with the environment and its functionalities. Tutors provide support when required. Team formation also takes place.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>Icebreaking activity to discuss the topic of ICT</td>
<td>General Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 1: The Internet and the World Wide Web</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Generate ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A dedicated virtual room is allocated to each team, featuring an assigned research topic. Students have to brainstorm and create a presentation in the VW.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Perform Tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students review their last week’s notes to improve their own work, and present their notes in class.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 2: Communication Networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Decision Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions are assigned to each group. Students review in-world materials, and perform research to create group notes to answer the questions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students are given an interactive quiz through the VW.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 3: Cloud Computing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students are assigned a topic of research, and have to create a shared cloud document for notetaking, and preparing a presentation for the next session.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Performing actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students have to spend some time finishing off their notes and present them in class.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic 4: The Internet of Things (IoT)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groups are assigned a topic to investigate, and students review in-world information, perform independent research and prepare for a discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Resolving Conflicts of Viewpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An in-world and classroom discussion on advantages and disadvantages of IoT in everyday life. Students argue their viewpoints on the topic.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 TMS and Virtual Worlds

To determine the extent to which the VW is contributing towards student’s collaboration and the development of social working groups during the learning process, their experience was evaluated several times. As a result, several scientific papers have been published and some are currently under review. To date, the authors have investigated and published work around the topics of the development of a TMS in VWs (Section 4.1), observed students behaviour during collaborative activities (Section 4.2), ascertained the development of a TMS in a VW over time (Section 4.3), and investigated students engagements and the relationship to TMS within a VW (Section 4.4). To ensure consistency and standardisation of research protocols and methods, the same learning delivery, materials, and activities were used in all evaluations. Students were randomly allocated in groups of 4-5 during the first week.
of the experiment and using a personal computer they participated in the activities described in Table 1. In order to collect data for these studies, the TMS Scale proposed by [Lewis '03] has been used, investigating the factors of Specialisation, Credibility and Coordination (5-point Likert Scale). The statistical interpretation of the scale suggests that when a TMS exists, it causes specialised knowledge, trust in each other’s knowledge and coordination in tasks processing. For the study described in Section 4.4, the Students Engagement questionnaire [Sun et al. '12] was also used.

4.1 The Development of TMS in VWs

The initial experiment [Nisiotis et al. '17a] included 46 students (34 male, 12 female). Their expertise with computers and the Internet along with their experience with VWs were also measured in this study revealing that 56.6% of the participants stated to be experts in computer usage and 17.4% considered themselves as non-experts. The majority of the participants (82.6%) self-identified as experts in Internet usage, while 45.7% had previous experience in VWs prior to the study.

The experiment results revealed the development of a TMS (M=11.04, SD=1.54), with high Specialisation (M=3.56, SD=0.58), Credibility (M=3.70, SD=0.62) and Coordination (M=3.78 SD=0.65) among students in the VW. It was also identified that students perceived Expertise in Computer Usage was positively correlated to the overall TMS development \( r=0.309, p=0.037 \) and Coordination \( r=0.351, p=0.017 \), and that students previous experience with VWs and Internet usage does not influence the development of TMS.

The results suggest that when utilising carefully designed group tasks that require teams, and are aware of the knowledge that team members’ possess, can contribute in effectively develop a TMS among groups in the VW.

4.2 Behavioural Observation of Users in a VW

During the experiment described above, observational investigation was also conducted focusing on the behaviour of students and their teams during the educational activities [Nisiotis et al. '17b]. It has been observed that students were engaging in the VW and were actively participating in the activities. Students used the environment’s communication tools to socialise and share information and were keen on exploring the environment. During informal conversations between students and tutors, students indicated that the environment was an interesting addition to learning, enhancing their experience through the dynamism of the multimodal delivery methods. They further suggested that the environment contributed to the initial interactions between them, enabled them to build trust, sociability, and be more comfortable with each other, helping groups to develop into well performed teams.

4.3 The Development of TMS in a VW Over Time

A follow up experiment was then conducted [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '18], investigating the development of TMS over time in VWs. In this experiment, TMS was measured in two phases over a period of a full teaching semester (12 weeks). Phase 1 data collection included participation from 51 students (38 male and 13 female) and Phase 2 included 48 students (34 male and 14 female).
Phase 1 measured TMS at week 6 of the experiment revealing moderate Specialisation (M=2.84, SD=.6), and moderate to high Credibility (M=3.63, SD=.51) and Coordination (M=3.5, SD=.55). The overall TMS development was moderate to high (M=3.3, SD=3.9). Interestingly, the results collected at the end of the experiment (Phase 2), revealed higher TMS (M=3.8, SD=.6), Specialisation (M=3.34, SD=.95), Coordination (M=4.03, SD=.68), and Credibility (M=4.1, SD=.6).

Using a Pair Sample T-Test, the results were then examined to determine whether the observed increase in the results was statistically significant, revealing strong evidence that Specialisation (t=-3.03, p=.004), Credibility (t=-3.89, p=.000), Coordination (t=-4.87, p=.000), and the overall TMS (t=-5.27, p=.000) were significantly increased over time. Moreover, results were further investigated for each group during and after the experiment, revealing that the post experiment results for the majority of the groups were higher. Therefore, further investigation to determine the extent to which there were statistically significant increase in the TMS developed between groups for the results collected during and post the experiment was then performed. A One-Way-ANOVA test was employed to investigate the statistical significance of differences between groups. The test revealed statistically significant difference for Specialisation (F(12.38)=2.413, p=.019), Coordination (F(12.38)=2.660, p=.11), and the Overall TMS (F(12.38)=3.583, p=.001) for the data collected during the experiment. There was no statistically significant difference identified between groups for Credibility (F(12.38) = .358, p = .134). These results indicated that while the majority of groups have reported the development of moderately high TM for the first 6 weeks of the experiment, not all groups had developed a consistently high TMS at that point. The results for the data collected after the experiment revealed no statistically significant differences between groups, suggesting that a consistently strong TMS has been successfully developed within all groups at the end of the experiment.

Considering the results of this study, it was suggested that while it can be argued that a period of a few weeks can be enough to initially develop a TMS in VWs, longer periods of collaboration is providing an increased TMS, indicating the need for students to work together for long periods to achieve a strong collaboration and successfully develop an effective TMS in a VW.

4.4 Students Engagement and TMS in a VW

Considering the knowledge developed around the topic of TMS and VWs, another experiment then was conducted investigating the topic of students’ Engagement and the relationship between the development of TMS in a VW [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19]. This experiment concentrated on measuring the Emotional, Behavioural and Cognitive Engagement of students within the VW using an established data collection instrument [Fredricks et al. '05; Sun & Rueda '12], and the study authors also measured the development of TMS within the groups. The study followed the same experimental conditions mentioned above and included participation of 48 students (34 male and 14 female), between 19 and 23 years old.

The results regarding TMS and its development in the VW, were once again very positive (M=3.8, SD=.6), suggesting that a TMS has been successfully established among the working groups, especially for Credibility (M=4.1, SD=.6) and Coordination (M=4.03, SD=.68). Specialisation was also moderately positively
perceived (M=3.34, SD=.95), and the results confirmed that the TMS was developed, and the team members acknowledged the value of each member in the achievement of the tasks’ goals. Student Engagement results were then investigated, to understand students’ perceptions of their Behavioural, Emotional and Cognitive Engagement when participating in learning activities within the VW. The results revealed that students’ Behavioural (M=3.93, SD=.89), Emotional (M=3.85 SD=1.07) and Cognitive (M=3.48, SD=.82) Engagement were moderately high during activities, and students revealed positive responses regarding their overall Engagement (M=3.75, SD=.77) with the module through the VW.

The results of this study also confirmed that there is positive correlation between Student Engagement and the development of TMS in a VW (Table 2). A Pearson correlation test was employed, revealing positive correlation (r=.567, p=0.000), between TMS and Engagement, as well as interesting correlations among the individual factors comprising TMS and Engagement. In particular, the tests revealed positive correlation between Specialisation and Cognitive Engagement (r=.56, p=0.000) indicating that the specialised knowledge and/or skills that members possessed relate to the students Cognitive Engagement. Credibility was found to positively correlating to Behavioural (r=.51, p=0.000) and Emotional Engagement (r=.42, p=0.003), indicating that the development of Credibility relates to the students level of involvement in terms of Behaviour and Emotional engagement to the module. Last but not least, positive correlation was also identified among Coordination with Behavioural Engagement (r=.53, p=0.000), and moderately positive correlation for Emotional (r=.38, p=0.007) and Cognitive Engagement (r=.32, p=0.029), indicating that in order to coordinate actions within group activities, students need to be highly engaged to the task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spec</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>.34*</th>
<th>.44**</th>
<th>.24</th>
<th>.24</th>
<th>.56**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cred</td>
<td>.34*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.69**</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.29*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crd</td>
<td>.44**</td>
<td>.69**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.32*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.51**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.7**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>.38**</td>
<td>.7**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>.56**</td>
<td>.29*</td>
<td>.32*</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.42**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*significant at the 0.05 level / ** significant at the 0.01 level.

Observations during the experiment also took place though monitoring students behaviour and communication during the learning activities by the teaching team, indicating that students were successfully engaging in activities that required the team to delegate tasks in pairs or individuals. It was observed that activities requiring input from all students for a successful completion, encourages students to contribute in order to ensure they satisfy the rest of the team. It was also observed that the longer students were involved in the activity, the more they engaged and were being productive. Furthermore, students were engaging and persisting in trying to complete
activities when rewards were offered upon task completion. The authors also observed that the more the students were required to interact with each other, the more they kept engaged during the learning activities. Active students appeared to attract the attention of disengaged students or lurkers. Students were informally enquired about their group work in weeks 5 and 6, suggesting that as time passed their collaboration evolved, confirming the previous results mentioned in [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '18], indicating that they were becoming more confident in coordinating, communicating, and delegating activities based on each other's skills, and trusted each other to complete assigned tasks. Students also appreciated the immersive feeling of the environment and suggested that it was an interesting, sociable, and enjoyable addition to learning. However, some students indicated that the ‘gaming like’ element of the environment was found as a distraction, providing examples of students disengaging from the activity when finishing assigned tasks early.

Based on the results and observations of this experimental study, a series of suggestions and considerations for the development and design of educational activities in VWs were devised and presented [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19].

5 Research Methodology

Considering the knowledge developed during the experimental studies conducted and presented so far in this paper, the authors considered important to conduct additional experimentation to develop an in depth understanding of the topic of Student Engagement and the development of TMS within VWs. Furthermore, the topic of Student Motivation in participating in learning activities through a VW, and the effect of this environment effect to their Learning Outcomes was also set to be investigated, to develop a more coherent understanding of the student experience with the learning tool. To investigate this, the following research questions have been formulated:

- RQ1 - To what extent TMS has been successfully developed within the working groups while undertaking learning activities in the VW?
- RQ2 - What are the students’ perceptions of their Behavioural, Emotional and Cognitive Engagement when participating in learning activities within the VW?
- RQ3 - How motivated are students to learn when participating in learning activities in the VW?
- RQ4 - What are the students’ perceptions of their learning outcomes using the VW?

The experimental procedures as presented in Section 3.1 were also adopted in this study to ensure consistency of experiments. Students participated in this experiment in weekly sessions for a period of 10 weeks, following the topics and activities described in Table 1. Each session lasted for 60 minutes, and all learning activities were taking place through the VW. Students had a computer at their disposal, and they were co-located in the same room. To collect data for the needs of this study, a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis approach was adopted.

To measure the development of TMS among groups working within the virtual world, the Transactive Memory System scale as developed by [Lewis '03] was adopted (see also above). To measure the Student Engagement in the VW, the
Engagement Scale [Fredricks et al. '05; Sun & Rueda '12] was adapted, aiming at measuring three types of Student Engagement: Behavioural, Emotional and Cognitive Engagement. [Fredricks et al. '05] have initially designed the scale to measure children levels of school engagement, and [Sun & Rueda '12] had modified some of the items to measure engagement of graduate and undergraduate students in distance education settings. To adopt the scale and ensure its appropriateness to the purpose of the needs of this investigation, the study authors further modified the scale and removing two items relating to homework and revisiting recorded lectures (BE5 and CE7 from [Sun & Rueda '12]), as these were not applicable.

To investigate the topic of students perceived Motivation in the VW during the learning experiences, the questions related to Motivation from the questionnaire used by [Eom et al. '16] were adapted. This is a wider concept questionnaire investigating several determinants of students perceived learning outcomes and satisfaction in online education. From the same questionnaire, the questions in relation to Learning Outcomes were used and adapted to the context of this investigation. The data collection involved 28 participants (20 males, 8 females) between 19 and 23 years old. Students have been administered an online questionnaire at the end of the experiment.

Students were then invited for interviewing, to gain a better understanding of the topics of TMS, Engagement, Motivation and Learning Outcomes when participating in the VW during the collaborative activities. A focus group data collection method was employed to collect and analyse qualitative data. Three focus group sessions with the total participation of 18 students were conducted, and each session lasted one hour. To analyse the collected data, we have employed thematic analysis [Braun et al. '06], and the results are organised in themes emerged during the data analysis stage and presented in Section 6.2.

6 Results

6.1 Questionnaire Results

Prior to conducting data analysis, the data was tested for normality using a Kolmogorov Smirnov normality test and identified to be normally distributed (Figure 3); hence parametric tests have been used.

\[ Data\ Collection\ Instruments:\ \text{http://virtualshu.com/survey} \]
The TMS results were investigated first (Table 3), revealing positive perceptions towards the factors of Coordination (M=3.9, SD=.68), Credibility (M=4, SD=.67) and Specialisation (M=3.4, SD=.94), and the Overall TMS (M=3.8, SD=.6). The TMS results are consistent with the previous studies presented in this paper [Nisiotis et al. '17a; Nisiotis & Kleanthous '18; Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19], confirming the development of TMS among the working groups, and addressing the RQ1 posed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialisation</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall TMS</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: TMS Results

To investigate RQ2, the Engagement results were then analysed (Table 4). Students have positively perceived Behavioural (M=3.81, SD=.52), Emotional (M=4.08, SD=.71) and Cognitive Engagement (M=3.3, SD=.83), with high overall perceptions of Engagement during the collaborative learning activities in the VW (M=3.73, SD=.54). The Engagement results of this study are also consistent with the results presented in our previous study [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19], addressing RQ2 and indicating that students are indeed engaging and develop high Cognitive, Behavioural and Emotional engagement during activities within the VW.
Table 4: Student Engagement, Motivation and Learning Outcomes Results

To investigate RQ3 and RQ4, the collected data focusing on students' Motivation and their Learning Outcomes were then analysed (Table 4). The results revealed that students appeared to be motivated (M=3.77, SD=.66) to participate in the collaborative activities within the VW, and have positively perceived their overall Learning Outcomes while using the VW (M=3.59, SD=1.07). In particular, 71% of the students agreed that the academic quality of the VW is on par with face-to-face classes they have taken, and 67.9% agreed that they have learned as much from the VW as they might have from a face-to-face classroom. In fact, more than half of the students (52.89%) indicated that they learn more during their presence in the environment than in traditional classes and as much as 57.2% indicated that the quality of the learning experience in the VW is better than in face-to-face classes.

The quantitative results of this study are consistent and corroborating the findings from the previous studies presented in Section 4 of this paper, suggesting that TMS can successfully be developed within groups in the VW. The findings revealed that specialisation in different skills and roles was occurring among group members during the educational activities, and they were effectively coordinating efforts based on credible information sharing and collaboration to ensure the quality of deliverable, and tasks completion. The results also indicate that students were motivated to participate in the learning activities, and that the use of the VW as a learning platform has contributed on their learning outcomes.

6.2 Qualitative Results

To gain an in-depth understanding of students' collaborative experience during the learning activities and ascertain the RQs posed in this study, a series of focus group sessions were also conducted. Students were enquired about their collaborative experience, engagement, levels of motivation during the learning activities within the VW and the effect of the environment to their learning outcomes, and a number of interesting insights have emerged and presented below.
6.2.1 Specialisation in the Group

The data analysis began by discussing the topic of Specialisation within the group. Students suggested that while they did not have any specific specialisation areas when teams were initially formed, they have developed specific skills over the time during the module, and they have utilised them when needed within the VW.

Participant 6: “I ended up being good at referencing, so I was responsible for citing and formatting citations in the references list... the rest of my group were giving me the sources and I was formatting them properly”

It was also determined that when students had previous experience with specific topics, they took ownership of the task and the rest of the team members contributed with supporting roles.

Participant 2: “One of our group members covered Internet of Things at College and she had good knowledge and experience on the topic, so we have decided that she was going to assign specific tasks for us and then she would put everything together to complete the activity”

However, some participants indicated that they did not focus on any particular specialised skills during activities, but were all contributing to the activities instead, regardless of their preferred specialised skills. Participants also indicated that this have contributed to developing a sense of togetherness in the group.

Participant 11: “We all contributed in the activities and helped each other... we didn’t consider any specific skills, we were all involved on pretty much everything together”

A specific participant highlighted that his group was not very communicative and there was not much involvement from the majority of the group members, who ended up spending time browsing irrelevant materials rather than concentrating on the task at hand.

Participant 5 “There was not good communication in our team... we used our own experience and each student was doing their own individual research.”

The participant further explained that due to poor group dynamics and miscommunication, the group deliverable had duplicate information entries due to students working on the same tasks.

Participant 5: “We ended up doing our own individual investigation and many times we ended up working on the same thing which was a bit embarrassing when we had to discuss our findings in classroom... we simply didn’t work with each other in the group”

6.2.2 Group Coordination

The question regarding how group members were coordinating activities and tasks within the environment was then investigated. In general, participants agreed that the
coordination between group members was quite effective and productive. Participants indicated that task delegation was important in order to manage and complete the learning activities. Participants explained that determining the workload of each task prior to delegating to ensure fairness of contribution was initially taking place, and when students finished their assigned task(s) earlier than others, they began reviewing, supporting and contributing to each other’s work.

Participant 12: “Each person was assigned a task usually, but when a task was harder than other, two persons where assigned, or others were taking more tasks... when finished, we then kept on adding information and helping each other.”

The use of the textual chat has been identified as an important tool to facilitate and better manage coordination within the groups, as it allowed establishing communication for information sharing, and socialisation.

Participant 10: “Using the chat really helped us to talk to each other. For example when we were sitting in a row, far from each other, or many times we were watching YouTube on headphones, and we were using the chat for notes, sharing links, and references.”

However, the specific participant whom his group was not effectively working together, repeated his view:

Participant 5: “As I said before, there was not much communication and coordination in my group unfortunately. We did not delegate, we barely talked to each other and we simply did our own thing with not so great results.”

6.2.3 Group Credibility

Regarding the question focussing on group Credibility, the majority of participants indicated that there was a lot of trust and credibility around the information circulated between members during tasks. Participants explained that they mainly believed what their group members were sharing, and they based their learning on this information sharing process.

Participant 17: “We were trusting each other in my group! We all wanted to make sure that the information we shared was correct, therefore we cited and referenced everything, at the end of the day we were going to use the materials to revise for the exam.”

It was also pointed out that when an issue or a mistake was identified, students corrected each other, and participants suggested that this was contributing to the level of trust and togetherness even more.

Participant 11: “There was a lot of trust in our group and faith on our information sharing. There was some double checking when unsure but in general we were trusting each other.”
Interestingly, two of the participants which their group was not as effective and productive as others, indicated that they would double check information to ensure its correctness.

Participant 6: “I didn’t really trust what others were saying and I was double checking to see if the information was correct”

6.2.4 Engagement in the Virtual Environment

To ascertain RQ2 and better understand the extent to which students were engaging during the activities, participants were directly enquired about their learning experience in the VW. Participants agreed that the environment was very engaging. Participants indicated that one of the most important factors that contributed to their engagement was the layout of the environment, in particular by allowing learning materials to be near each other, allowing them to see each other’s avatars, helping them to identify areas and materials of common interest. Participants indicated that they could navigate around and find information based on visual metaphors in the environment, and they had all the information in one place rather than switching between browser tabs and software applications.

Participant 3 “It was very engaging, all the slides were near each other, websites and information next to each other. I could see a YouTube sign and I could immediately understand what this was about... Not switching through apps, everything was around you to navigate and access easily”

Participants also suggested that the way information was provided through the virtual world was very engaging as it allowed them to easily access the materials that were spread around in the rooms.

Participant 16 “You could click on objects revealing information to help you do your research, and it was very easy to find info and locate group members and know what they are doing.”

A participant highlighted that due to the dynamic nature of the environment, it was very easy for the tutor to add new information when needed, with all participants of that particular focus group explicitly agreeing with this and giving examples.

Participant 1 “It is also easier for teacher to put things online... for instance when [name omitted] found the PDF showing statistics of Internet Use and you [the tutor/interviewer] immediately edited the room to add it for the rest of us.”

Students also indicated many occasions which they lost track of time while engaging with learning activities in the VW.

Participant 2: “After a while when I was working on my part of the activity, I ended up losing track of time”
The ability to communicate through the VW was also found as an engaging aspect of the environment, enabling students to establish communication and share information.

Participant 15 “We were using the chat to communicate a lot, we shared information all the time using it, for example sharing links to resources”

Participants also identified that the interactive nature of the environment was also very engaging and compared them to the traditional learning methods.

Participant 13: “It is a lot more interesting and interactive rather than just looking at a boring screen, and doing individual research”

However, students who experienced collaboration or communication issues in their group, revealed that these issues had a strong impact on their engagement mainly because they felt that they were working alone in the environment without significant input from the rest of the team.

Participant 10: “There was very little involvement from the rest of the group, some never attended, and this challenged my engagement. It was exciting at first but then with no communication and involvement it was not working for me.”

Participant 12: “No, no, it was combination of people in the group that didn’t work!”

6.2.5 Motivation to use the Environment

Students were then queried the extent to which the VW was motivating them to participate in the learning activities, and to our surprise, all participants agreed that the environment was a motivating factor.

Participant 14 “I attended every seminar because of it. I was a lot more motivated to use it. It was very different to the standard teaching, there was a lot of interaction, new interface, new type of learning, it was great!”

Students indicated a number of reasons which motivated them to participate in activities including: the fun element of the environment, high perceptions of engagement, the ability to allow them to easily conduct research using the tools provided in the VW to take notes and to share information. Students also revealed that they could undertake activities in their own pace and suggested that the environment takes away the formality of the traditional classroom.

Participant 4: “I have attended all session as well. It was very motivating and interesting... easy to do work in my own pace... Allowing me to work in my own pace to get work done, and then navigate around the environment to relax.”

Interestingly, participants who revealed group related issues hindering their work and collaboration, suggested that the environment was still motivating and a nice addition to learning.
Participant 10: “I don’t blame the environment; it was just my group that was not working. In fact, the environment was the fun and motivating part of the day! I could then do my work individually in a more interesting environment than just my computer screen and a word document”

6.2.6 Distractions of the Virtual Environment

Based on the findings presented in [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19], the topic of the environment as a distraction was investigated. Specifically, some participants indicated that the game-like element of the environment was somewhat of a distraction from learning and the scope of the activities mainly during the first few weeks of the environment usage. This finding is consistent with the results identified in [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19] and discussed in Section 4.4. However, participants suggested that with the passing of time, they were understanding the environment’s purpose in the module delivery, and they were concentrating to complete the tasks at hand, forgetting the gaming element of the environment.

Participant 17: “In the beginning I was very excited, trying to fly around, climb on walls etc. But after me and the team started realising that this tool would be the main delivery method of the module, we all concentrated on using it properly, and I can say that it was a nice distraction!”

Other participants indicated that the environment was taking away the formality of the traditional classroom, and they enjoyed this method of learning rather than considering it as a distraction.

Participant 13: “It was a good distraction, allowing us not being too serious, and taking away formality. In the beginning we were taking videos and sharing pictures with our avatar – a lot of students did put these pictures on their social media! Then it sort of became a tool that we enjoyed working with”

7 Discussion

The use of VWs to support education is a topic that drew a lot of interest during the past decade, and there were many successful implementations of such technology to deliver educational materials and to enhance learning and teaching practices [Nisiotis et al. '16]. Such VW is in use at Sheffield Hallam University (UK) to support the delivery of a specific module with great success. Using this environment, several empirical studies have been conducted focusing on the collaborative experience of students during the learning activities followed by evaluation of students Engagement [Nisiotis & Kleanthous '19], providing important insights and lessons about the efficacy of VWs to support education. In addition to these findings, the study presented in this paper features a repeated experimental approach following the same learning activities and experimental procedures of the previously conducted studies, further investigating TMS and Student Engagement. Moreover, this study is adding value to the previous experiments, by corroborating and validating their findings, and investigating student's perceived Motivation to participate in the VW, and the impact
of the environment on their Learning Outcomes. Furthermore, a qualitative investigation collecting data based on students' opinions, thoughts, and concerns around the use of such technology for learning was also conducted.

From the experience developed using the VW in the classroom and the results of the experimental studies presented in this paper, many important lessons were learned. One of the most important learning outcomes is that the VW can effectively support the development of TMS, and the longer students work together in the same group within the VW, the better is the collaboration, facilitating high levels of TMS. While collaboration and the development of an initial TMS can be achieved from early stages, more time can help groups to develop strong working relationships that are built on trust, credibility of information development and sharing, awareness of each other’s skills, and help to better coordinate during activities. In addition, the environment can effectively engage students in learning activities and keep them motivated to participate. The environment can behaviourally, emotionally and cognitively engage students in the learning process. It was also identified that the levels of students’ Engagement in the VW are significantly correlated with the factors that contribute to the development of a TMS within the environment. In general, students perceived the VW as a platform where they can immerse and participate in educational activities that are different than the traditional classroom activities, enriching their learning experience.

However, the environment can also pose learning distractions, and this needs to be taken under deep consideration by virtual world designers and educators. There were occasions when the group collaboration was identified as not effective due to several reasons. A suggestion for educators based on the authors experience is to consider intervening, moderating and ensuring that students are engaging with the activities. Educators could resolve the situation by either assigning direct tasks to students, or even reshaping and reforming groups, as ineffective group collaboration is negatively impacting the students’ learning experience.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

Considering the results of the experiments described in this paper holistically, it can be argued using a VW in the classroom: i) can support effective collaboration between students; ii) positively contributes towards the students learning experience; iii) can engage and motivate students to participate in immersive learning activities; iv) can successfully support the development of the TMS among working groups; v) and is a useful addition to the module delivery methods that positively contributes towards students learning outcomes. The educational efficacy of the environment is demonstrated by the fact that the module delivery and its learning outcomes are achieved as targeted each academic year, from the evident effectiveness of the students' interactions, and the quality of their deliverables.

While the environment will keep being the primary teaching method of the Introduction to ICT module practical sessions, further research projects have been planned. The environment will keep being developed to improve its layout and to provide additional functionalities. Considering that its efficacy and effectiveness have been established, the environment will be advertised as a platform for undergraduate
and postgraduate students to conduct their own research and make it available to use for their final projects.

Furthermore, the future directions of this environment is to be converted into a new type of conceptually led Cyber-Physical-Social Eco-Society system that seamlessly blends the real with the digital worlds, engendered by humans using XR, Robots and Social Networking technologies to support immersive learning [Nisiotis & Alboul, '20]. The research team behind this environment is also working on developing such a system to support cultural heritage [Alboul et al. '19b, '19a; Nisiotis, Alboul, et al. '19; Nisiotis et al. '20] based on a framework for generic application [Nisiotis et al. '20], and its implementation would benefit students by enabling them to learn complex concepts more effectively and experience the future of immersive learning technologies.
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